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Approximations to the three vorticity components have been simultaneously obtained using a
combination of four X wires in the near wake of a circular cylinder with the view of investigating
the most likely interrelationship between quasilongitudinal rib-like structures and spanwise vortical
structures. The conditional spanwise vorticity variance, based on detections of spanwise structures,
shows a strong peak near the detections. This peak suggests a longitudinal extent of 1.0–1.3 cylinder
diameters for the spanwise structures. The conditional streamwise vorticity variance has maxima
near the saddle points on both sides of the detections, while the conditional lateral vorticity variance
is maximum only downstream of the detections. The observations are interpreted in the context of
rib-like structures wrapping around consecutive spanwise structures of opposite sign, a scenario
which conforms with previous observations based on flow visualizations and direct numerical
simulations. The probability density function of vorticity vectors in the plane of mean shear further
suggests that the most likely inclination of the rib-like structures to the streamwise direction is about
50°. About 40% of the variances of streamwise and lateral vorticity components is associated with
the spanwise vortical structures, apparently resulting from the three dimensionality of these
structures; the ‘‘remainder’’ is largely attributed to the rib-like structures. Spanwise structures
account for about 60%–80% of the spanwise vorticity variance. © 2000 American Institute of
Physics. @S1070-6631~00!51411-1#I. INTRODUCTION
Previous research on the turbulent near wake has re-
vealed two main types of vortical structures, which contrib-
ute to the three dimensionality of this flow: a quasi-two-
dimensional spanwise structure with predominantly spanwise
vorticity and quasilongitudinal structures in the ~x, y! plane
~see Fig. 1 for the definition of the coordinate system! with x
and y components of vorticity.1,2 The latter structures are
rib-like and either wrap around or connect consecutive span-
wise structures.3,4 The presence of rib-like structures ~for
convenience, the term ‘‘ribs’’ will be used henceforth! has
been confirmed by flow visualizations in near wakes at low
Reynolds numbers.5–8 Using hot-wire data, Zhou and
Antonia9 provided evidence of the existence of ribs at higher
Reynolds numbers. However, several aspects, such as the
dynamical role of ribs, the spatial relationship between ribs
and spanwise structures, as well as the contributions these
structures make to the vorticity variance require further in-
vestigation.
Vorticity is an important characteristic of turbulence.
The vortical structures are characterized by large-scale vor-
ticity concentrations. Hussain and Hayakawa1 advocated that
vorticity is the least ambiguous quantity to use for identify-
ing organized structures. Insight into the interrelationship be-
tween the two types of structures may be gained by investi-
gating the vorticity field. An accurate measurement of
vorticity requires a reliable estimation of velocity gradients.
This has proven generally difficult, as reflected by the scar-2951070-6631/2000/12(11)/2954/11/$17.00
Downloaded 27 Feb 2012 to 158.132.161.52. Redistribution subject to AIP lcity of published data, especially for all three-components of
the vorticity vector; adequately resolved single point data
have been possible only under specially designed experimen-
tal conditions.10 Using a combination of four X wires, Bisset
et al.11 measured all three components of vorticity in the far
wake of a slightly heated cylinder. One drawback of this
approach is that since vorticity is indirectly computed from
velocity signals using the central difference approximation,
the spacing between X wires may degrade the spatial resolu-
tion of vorticity. This degradation worsens at higher Rey-
nolds numbers since the Kolmogorov length scale decreases
when Red increases.12 Balint et al.13,14 used a nine-sensor
hot-wire probe to measure the three components of vorticity
in both the mixing layer and the boundary layer. Similar
attempts have been made by Tsinober et al.15 and Lemonis16
in grid and boundary layer flows. Marasli et al.17 measured
the three components of vorticity in a circular cylinder wake
~x/d530, where x is the streamwise distance downstream of
the cylinder and d is the diameter of cylinder! with a twelve
sensor hot-wire probe. In the present investigation, an ap-
proach similar to that of Bisset et al.11 is used for approxi-
mating the three vorticity components. Although the spatial
resolution is poor, the approximation is relatively easy to
implement and should be adequate for describing the rela-
tively large-scale vorticity field. Since longitudinal structures
are expected to have intermediate scales, not drastically dif-
ferent from those of the spanwise structures,4 the approach is
likely to provide useful qualitative information on both4 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
icense or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
2955Phys. Fluids, Vol. 12, No. 11, November 2000 Longitudinal and spanwise vortical structures . . .FIG. 1. Experimental arrangement.streamwise structures and spanwise structures. Results are
presented for ~rms! values and spectra of the three vorticity
components, the inclination of the vorticity vector, the con-
ditional vorticity variance based on detections of spanwise
structures, and contributions from different types of vortical
structures and of the ‘‘remainder’’ to the vorticity variance.
II. EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT
Experiments were carried out in an open return low tur-
bulence wind tunnel with a 2.4-m-long working section
(0.35 m30.35 m). The bottom wall was tilted to achieve a
zero streamwise pressure gradient. A circular cylinder (d
512.7 mm) was installed in the midplane and spanned the
full width of the working section, 0.20 m from the exit plane
of the contraction. This resulted in a blockage of about 3.6%
and an aspect ratio of 27.6. Although the aspect ratio is rela-
tively low, the deployment of the probes in the ~x,z! plane
allowed the spanwise uniformity of the flow to be checked.
The mean velocity and turbulence intensities were reason-
ably uniform across most of the wake at a value of Re
([U‘d/n , where U‘ is the free stream velocity and n is the
kinematic viscosity! of 5600, which is the Reynolds number
used for this investigation. No attempt was made to manipu-
late the end boundary conditions, although it has now been
shown ~Williamson;18 Prasad and Williamson19! that it is
possible to control oblique and parallel shedding at Reynolds
number as large as 5000. The measurements were made at
x/d520. The mean velocity half-width was 12.6 mm. The
free stream longitudinal turbulence intensity was about
0.05%.Downloaded 27 Feb 2012 to 158.132.161.52. Redistribution subject to AIP lTwo orthogonal arrays, each comprising eight X wires
~Fig. 1!, were used. Four X wires, i.e., X wires y1, y2, z4, and
z5, were arranged in similar fashion to Bisset et al.11 They
essentially formed a ‘‘vorticity probe,’’ which simulta-
neously yields ~large-scale only! approximations to three
components of vorticity. X-wires y1 and y2 were parallel to
the ~x, z! plane ~see Fig. 1!. The spacing between y1 and y2
was 3.45 mm. X-wires z4 and z5, with a spacing of 4.9 mm,
were parallel to the ~x, y! plane, i.e., the plane of mean shear.
Six other X wires were aligned in the ~x, y! plane, and six in
the ~x, z! plane. The six X wires, i.e., z1–z3 and z6–z8, in the
~x, z! plane are not used in the analysis presented in this
paper. The sixteen X wires allow velocity data to be obtained
simultaneously. The nominal spacing between X wires in
both planes was about 5 mm. The Kolmogorov length scale
h was about 0.16 mm. All wires were mounted on a frame
that was traversed in the y direction. The physical blockage
caused by these arrays, cables, and supports was estimated to
be about 3%. Several types of measurements indicated that
the interference to the flow due to the two arrays was
negligible.9
Wollaston ~Pt-10% Rh! wires, 5 mm in diameter and
with an active length of about 1 mm, were operated with
constant temperature circuits. Signals from the circuits were
offset, amplified, and then digitized using two 16 channel ~12
bit! analog-to-digital boards and two personal computers at a
sampling frequency f sampling53.5 kHz per channel. The ac-
quisition of the data by the two computers was synchronized
using a common external trigger pulse. The wires were cali-
brated for velocity and yaw, and continuously checked for
drift. Using velocity and yaw calibrations, signals propor-icense or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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local mean velocities U¯ , V¯ (’0) and W¯ (’0), were formed
on digital tape. The duration of each record was about 38 s.
III. SOME PERFORMANCE CHECKS OF THE
‘‘VORTICITY PROBE’’
Since vorticity was approximated using signals from
four closely located X wires, it was important to ensure that
the interference between these X wires was negligible. Dis-
tributions of u2 and v2 ~Fig. 2! and u and v spectra ~Fig. 3!
obtained with X-wires z4 and z5 were nearly identical to
those from y3 to y8, implying little interference between the
two X wires. In addition, the u2 and v2 distributions from the
two X wires of the ‘‘vorticity probe’’ collapse, implying
good internal consistency of the measurements.
IV. APPROXIMATION OF VORTICITY COMPONENTS
The vorticity components are defined in terms of the
derivatives of the instantaneous velocities U5U¯ 1u , V
’v(V¯ ’0), and W’w(W¯ ’0), where an overbar denotes
FIG. 2. Lateral distributions of ~a! u2/U12, ~b! v2/U12.
FIG. 3. Power spectral density functions of u and v (y /L50.5).Downloaded 27 Feb 2012 to 158.132.161.52. Redistribution subject to AIP ltime averaging. Since ]U¯ /]z is zero, large-scale approxima-
tions to the three components of vorticity at the center of
X-wires y1, y2, z4, and z5 are
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In computing vorticity, central finite differences between the
two points on either side of the probe center, in both z and y
directions, were used. In Eq. ~1!, Dy(53.45 mm) and Dz
(54.9 mm) are the spacings between X-wires y1 and y2, z4
and z5, respectively; Dx52Uc(2Dt), where Dt
51/f sampling and Uc50.87U‘ is the average convection
velocity.20 The value of Dx is approximately 3.40 mm close
to Dy . The two derivatives with respect to x are given by
Dn
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Uc
Dn0
2Dt 52
1
Uc
n0~ i11 !2n0~ i21 !
2Dt , ~2a!
Dw
Dx
52
1
Uc
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2Dt 52
1
Uc
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2Dt , ~2b!
where v0 and w0 are the means of the two n values from
X-wires z4 and z5, and the two w values from y1 and y2,
respectively. For simplicity, the subscript ‘‘0’’ will be herein
omitted. The central difference approximation was also used
so that the six X wires, y3–y8, yielded the instantaneous
vorticity at each of the five midway locations between adja-
cent X wires.2
V. ROOT MEAN SQUARE DISTRIBUTION AND
SPECTRA
The rms values of vx , vy , and vz are shown in Fig. 4.
Vorticity was first normalized by multiplying it with the fac-
tor L/U1 @Fig. 4~a!#. The rms values of vz from the ‘‘vor-
ticity probe’’ agree well with those from X-wires y3–y8,
thus providing another internal consistency check of the data.
The present measurement has been compared with that of
Marasli et al.17 and also Mi and Antonia.21 Marasli et al.
used a twelve sensor vorticity probe with a spatial resolution
of about 2 mm, while Mi and Antonia used two X wires,
which were separated by 1.2 mm. The latter authors applied
corrections for the spatial resolution of their probe. Given the
poor resolution of the present measurement, it is surprising
that the present vorticity rms values are quite comparable
with Marasli et al.’s values. Since these data were obtained
at different Reynolds numbers, it is suspected that the Rey-
nolds number effect is reflected in Fig. 4~a!. Antonia et al.12
noted that in self-preserving turbulent wall flows, enstrophy
in the outer region scaled with (Utd/n)21/2(d/Ut), where
Ut is the friction velocity and d is the boundary layer thick-
ness or half-channel width. With Ut and d replaced by the
maximum mean velocity deficit U1 and the mean velocity
half width L, respectively, this scaling was extended to freeicense or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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Zhou et al.23 used this scaling for a plane wake. This scaling
has subsequently been used since it accounts for the Rey-
nolds number effect. The scaled vorticity magnitudes @Fig.
4~b!# are indeed smaller than those of Marasli et al. and Mi
and Antonia, which is reconcilable with the poor spatial
resolution of the present probe. Figure 4 indicates that the
rms values of the three vorticity components are approxi-
mately the same.
Figure 5 presents the power spectral density functions
Evx, Evy, and Evz of vx , vy , and vz at nominally the same
point. As expected, Evz exhibits a strong peak at the shed-
ding frequency f sL/U1’0.93, or f sd/U‘50.20, apparently
as a result of the occurrence of pseudoperiodic spanwise vor-
tices. A tiny peak is also identifiable in Evx at f sL/U1
’0.93, but not in Evy. Marasli et al.
17 observed a peak at f s
in their vz spectrum in a circular cylinder wake at x/d530
and Re52000, but not in either vx or vy spectra. The present
vorticity data were approximately deduced from velocity sig-
nals. At x/d520, the n fluctuation is strongly periodic. The
major peak ~at the shedding frequency! in the n spectrum is
far more pronounced than that in the u spectrum ~Fig. 3!. The
w spectrum ~not shown! does not exhibit a peak at the vortex
shedding frequency. Further, the spacing Dz between
X-wires z4 and z5 is quite large, about 4.9 mm. It seems
therefore likely that the tiny peak in Evx is caused by errors
in calculating vx from the finitely spaced n signals @see Eq.
1~a!#.
The spectral coherence between f and g is defined as
Cohf ,g5(Cof ,g2 1Q f ,g2 )/E fEg , where f and g each stand for
either vx , vy , or vz , Cof ,g and Q f ,g are the cospectrum and
quadrature spectrum of f and g, respectively. Cohf ,g provides
FIG. 4. Lateral distributions of vx ,rms ~j, h!, vy ,rms ~m, n, .!, and vz ,rms
~d, s, l!. h, n, s: the present work; j, m, d: Marasli et al. ~Ref. 17!,
Re52000; ., l: Mi and Antonia ~Ref. 21! Re53000. ~a! Normalized by
L/U1 ; ~b! normalized by (L/U1)(U1L/v)21/2.Downloaded 27 Feb 2012 to 158.132.161.52. Redistribution subject to AIP la measure of the degree of correlation between the Fourier
components of f and g. Cohvx ,vz and Cohvy ,vz ~Fig. 6! ex-
hibit a peak at the shedding frequency. On the other hand,
Cohvx ,vy does not indicate such a peak. The relatively strong
coherence between vx and vz at the vortex shedding fre-
quency suggests a close association between ribs and span-
wise structures. Since the ribs are inclined in the ~x, y! plane,
the peak at f s in Cohvy ,vz is not surprising. The phase angles
Fvx ,vz([Qvx ,vz /Covx ,vz) and Fvy ,vz ~Fig. 7! correspond-
ing to these peaks range between 0.5p and 0.7p. Here, the
cross-spectrum is computed from the Fourier transform of
the correlation vx(t1t)vz(t) or vy(t1t)vz(t). A positive
FIG. 5. Power spectral density functions of vorticity: ~a! streamwise com-
ponent vx , ~b! lateral component vy , ~c! spanwise component vz (y /L
50.5).
FIG. 6. Spectral coherence ~a! Cohvx ,vy between vx and vy , ~b! Cohvx ,vz
between vx and vz , ~c! Cohvy ,vz between vy and vz (y /L50.5).icense or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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or vy leads vz at all lateral locations (21,y /L,0.7). It
seems that, provided ribs are responsible for the peaks in Fig.
6, they are not exactly midway between consecutive span-
wise structures. This suggestion is supported by the condi-
tional data in Sec. VII. The coherence between uv and vx
signals and that between uv and vz ~Fig. 8! also indicate a
peak at the shedding frequency. The phase angle between uv
and vz ~Fig. 9! is about 2p. This is reasonable since the
Reynolds shear stress occurs primarily in the saddle region,9
which is phase shifted by p relative to the dominating span-
wise structures. The phase angle between uv and vx is be-
tween 0.5p and 0.6p, which is consistent with the value of
Fvx ,vz.
VI. INCLINATION OF THE VORTICITY VECTOR
The angles, defined by
a5tan21~vy /vx!, ~3a!
b5tan21~vz /vx!, ~3b!
g5tan21~vz /vy!, ~3c!
FIG. 7. Lateral distributions of spectral phase angles Fa ,b at the vortex
shedding frequency: j, a5vx , b5vy ; m, a5vx , b5vz ; d, a5vy ,
b5vz .
FIG. 8. Spectral coherence ~a! Cohuv ,vx between uv and vx , ~b! Cohuv ,vy
between uv and vy , ~c! Cohuv ,vz between uv and vz (y /L50.5).Downloaded 27 Feb 2012 to 158.132.161.52. Redistribution subject to AIP lprovide some insight into the orientation of vortical struc-
tures.
Figure 10 shows the probability density function p of
these angles for y>0. Above the centerline, p(a) @Fig.
10~a!# has a significant peak at a’50°. As will be seen in
Sec. VII, large values of vx and vy may occur both within
spanwise structures as well as longitudinal structures. Argu-
ably, the estimation of a would be arbitrary when the mea-
surement point is within the spanwise structures. The peak is
likely to be associated with the saddle region, as confirmed
in Sec. VII. Although the peak is broad, it gives a reasonable
indication of the most probable orientation of the ribs. The
interpretation is consistent with Zhou and Antonia’s finding9
that ribs have an inclination of about 55° to the x axis and are
approximately aligned with the diverging separatrix ~’ 50°!
through the saddle. The slight difference ~’ 5°! between the
results of Zhou and Antonia and the present ones can prob-
ably be ascribed to experimental uncertainty. Bisset et al.11
found that p(a) peaked at a’45° in the far wake. The same
explanation may apply. The difference in a between the near
and far wakes may not be entirely due to the experimental
uncertainty. The spanwise vortical structures in the near
wake have their origin in the vortex shedding process, while
the dynamical process for the formation of the far-wake vor-
tical structures is likely to be more complicated. One may
surmise that vortical structures may exhibit different behav-
iors in near and far wakes.24 The distribution of p(a) has
another peak at about 2140°, a shift of about 180° from the
other peak. The near 180° period is probably a consequence
of invariance with respect to the z axis. Both vx and vy
change sign after reflection, i.e., the peak at 2140° is caused
by the same phenomenon as that at 50°.11,25 The distributions
of p(b) @Fig. 10~b!# and p(g) @Fig. 10~c!# are similar, al-
though different from p(a). A broad peak occurs at 290°
and nothing is observed at 180°. Apparently, the predomi-
nantly negative spanwise vorticity associated with Karman
vortices is orthogonal to vx and vy and cannot yield a value
of 190° for b or g.
VII. CONDITIONAL DATA
A. Detection of spanwise vortical structures
Characteristic features of spanwise structures ~e.g., a
relatively sharp increase and decrease in u or v! were de-
tected with the window average gradient ~WAG! method de-
FIG. 9. Lateral distributions of spectral phase angles Fa ,b at the vortex
shedding frequency: j, a5uv , b5vx ; m, a5uv , b5vy ; d, a5uv ,
b5vz .icense or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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et al.11 Briefly, this scheme identifies a change ~either an
increase or decrease! in average signal level over a specified
time interval. A computational window of length 2s11
FIG. 10. Probability density functions of ~a! a5tan21(vy /vx), ~b! b
5tan21(vz /vx), ~c! g5tan21(vz /vy).Downloaded 27 Feb 2012 to 158.132.161.52. Redistribution subject to AIP lpoints ~digital samples! is moved point by point through the
data, say v(t i) ~i51,2,...,N , where N is the total number of
data!, and the value of WAGj , where
WAGj5
sign
2s S (i5 j11
j1s
v~ t i!2 (
i5 j2s
j21
v~ t i!D ,
j5s11,s12,...,N2s . ~4!
The value of sign is 11 or 21, and s is set equal to about
half the number of data points corresponding to the average
spanwise structure period.
A detection region begins when WAGj first exceeds
kv rms where k is a threshold chosen such that the average
detection frequency is approximately equal to the average
spanwise structure period; it ends when WAGj drops below
zero. The detection instant jm within each detection region is
the value of j for which WAGj is largest. This occurs at the
downstream and upstream regions when sign is 11 or 21,
respectively.
The WAG technique was applied to v(t i). A total of
about 2000 events were detected. Typical detections ob-
tained for sign511 are shown in Fig. 11.
B. Conditional average
The conditional average of an instantaneous quantity F
is given by
^F&k5
1
N (m51
N
F jm1k , ~5!
where k represents time ~in samples, positive or negative!
relative to the detection points jm . ~For convenience, the
subscript k will be omitted hereinafter.!
F can be viewed as the sum of the time mean component
F¯ and the fluctuation component f. The latter can be further
decomposed into a coherent fluctuation f˜[^ f & and an inco-
herent fluctuation f 8, viz.
f 5 f˜1 f 8. ~6!
Also,
^ f g&5 f˜g˜1^ f 8g8&, ~7!
where f and g can each stand for either vx , vy , or vz .
FIG. 11. Instantaneous trace of v at y /L50.5. Detections using the WAG
technique ~D1 , D2 , and D3 denote downstream detections! are shown.icense or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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Figure 12 presents the conditionally averaged vorticity
variance on and above the centerline. There is a periodicity
in all three components, with a value of l, the average wave-
FIG. 12. Conditional averages based on WAG detections of the v signal
(sign51): ~a! ^vz2&(L/U1)2(U1L/v)21; ~b! ^vx2&(L/U1)2(U1L/v)21; ~c!
^vy
2&(L/U1)2(U1L/v)21.Downloaded 27 Feb 2012 to 158.132.161.52. Redistribution subject to AIP llength of the spanwise vortical structures, consistent with the
Strouhal number. A strong peak or concentration occurs in
^vz
2& @Fig. 12~a!# at the detection instant (DtUc /L50), in-
dicating that detections are quite reasonable. The peak is
strongest at y /L50.5 and 0.7, apparently because the most
probable location of the spanwise structure center is y /L
’y /d50.5– 0.9.9 Peaks can also be observed in ^vx2& and
^vy
2& @Figs. 12~b! and 12~c!# near DtUc /L50. Since turbu-
lent vortical structures are highly three dimensional, it is not
surprising that the relatively strong concentration of the
streamwise and transverse vorticity components occurs near
the peak of the spanwise component. This is not inconsistent
with the observation in Fig. 7 that the phase angle at ( f
5 f s) between vz and vy or vz and vx lies between 0.5p
and 0.7p. The quasiperiodical vz ~at f 5 f s! is expected to
occur predominantly within spanwise structures. On the
other hand, vy and vx may largely reside either within span-
wise structures or in the saddle region, that is, vy and vx
may have a phase angle, with respect to vz , of nearly zero or
p. The combined effect could result in a phase angle of
0.5–0.7p. The peak in ^vy2& is less pronounced than that in
^vx
2&; their corresponding magnitudes are about 20% and
30%, respectively, of the maximum of ^vz
2&. The v signal
has been used for detections. As a result, vx and vz , which
are deduced from the v-containing signal @Eq. ~1!#, may tend
to be emphasized whereas vy , which is not related to v , is
not.
It is of interest to note that upstream of the detection,
i.e., DtUc /L50, of the spanwise structures, both ^vx
2& and
^vy
2& display peaks near the saddle point. Downstream of the
detected spanwise structure, another peak between the saddle
point and the detection instant is observed for ^vy
2& @Fig.
12~c!#, but not so evident for ^vx
2& @Fig. 12~b!#. Occurring at
a wavelength l of about one spanwise structure from the
upstream structure, this downstream peak is probably caused
by the same types of structures. Therefore, only peaks up-
stream of the detection instant are discussed.
The occurrence of peaks in ^vx
2& and ^vy
2& near the
saddle point is consistent with the presence of ribs.4,8,9 When
y /L decreases, the peaks shift upstream, as highlighted by
the arrows in Fig. 12. This is consistent with the alignment of
ribs with the diverging separatrix through the saddle point.
However, the peak of ^vx
2& does not occur at the same
DtUc /L as ^vy
2&. This can be explained via the orientation
of vorticity vectors in the ~x, y! plane. Figure 13 shows the
probability density function p(a) at a fixed longitudinal lo-
cation, relative to the detection instant. At DtUc /L50 ~de-
tection instant!, a mild peak in p(a) occurs at a5225°. At
DtUc /L51.1,a’28°, implying that ^vy
2& is small but
^vx
2& is large, as indicated by Figs. 12~b! and 12~c!. When
DtUc /L is further increased, a approaches 60° at DtUc /L
52.75, so that ^vy2& is large @Fig. 12~c!# but ^vx2& is small
@Fig. 12~b!#. These likely a values are insensitive to the lat-
eral location; the variation is generally within 5° for y /L
’0.2– 0.7. The fact that the rib orientation may vary signifi-
cantly with DtUc /L is consistent with the earlier observation
@Fig. 10~a!# that p(a), based on all vorticity vectors, exhibits
a broad peak. The likely rib orientation at different DtUc /L ,icense or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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that the peak in Fig. 10~a! is likely to be associated with the
saddle region.
The variation in the likely a, with respect to DtUc /L ,
may, inter alia, be attributed to a significant variation in the
lateral location yc of spanwise structures2,9 which escape de-
tection by WAG. A possible scenario is sketched in Fig. 14.
The rib wraps around a spanwise structure and is aligned
along the diverging separatrix between consecutive spanwise
structures. As yc varies, the rib, when seen at a fixed lateral
position, may change its orientation and streamwise location,
relative to the spanwise structure or detection instant. At a
relatively large yc , the rib is ‘‘seen’’ further upstream, say at
point A; the corresponding value of a is large, resulting in a
large vy but small vx . On the other hand, at a smaller yc ,
the rib appears closer, say at point B, to the spanwise struc-
ture so that a is smaller.
The variation in the lateral location yc of spanwise struc-
tures has been well documented in the literature.2,9 Over the
last decade or so, many papers have dealt with the three
dimensionality of the vortical structures, especially for
smaller Reynolds numbers. Many aspects of this are now
well understood. Flow visualizations8,18 point to a waviness
of the spanwise structures. This has been verified by direct
numerical simulation ~DNS! data.27,28 The spanwise struc-
tures can be dislocated or shed in either parallel or oblique
FIG. 13. Probability density function p(a) at different values of DtUc /L
(y /L50.7).
FIG. 14. Effect of the lateral variation of the vortex center on ^vx2& and
^vy
2& .Downloaded 27 Feb 2012 to 158.132.161.52. Redistribution subject to AIP lmodes.18 All of these features may occur at larger Reynolds
numbers and contribute to a variation in yc .
Flow visualization and DNS data8,18,29,30 at smaller Rey-
nolds numbers have indicated that the rib connects consecu-
tive counter-rotating spanwise structures on either side of the
centerline. This may also apply at larger Reynolds numbers,
as suggested by the fact that beyond the midpoint
(DtUc /L’2.2), the most probable a ~Fig. 13! at a fixed
longitudinal location increases with DtUc /L . If, instead, the
rib connects consecutive spanwise structures of the same
sign, as is the case in a mixing layer,31,32 the most probable a
at a fixed longitudinal location should decrease as DtUc /L
increases.
Previous work27,28,33,34 at small Reynolds numbers has
suggested that there are two modes of streamwise structures.
Mode A is of relatively large scale with a spanwise wave-
length of about 4d . Mode B has a significantly finer scale
and a spanwise wavelength of 1d . If these two modes also
occur at higher Reynolds numbers, the streamwise structure,
as represented in Fig. 14, is more likely to be a manifestation
of mode A, rather than mode B, since the spatial resolution of
the present measurements is inadequate for capturing mode
B structures.
On the basis of the present data and previous observa-
tions, a schematic representation of the spatial relationship
between spanwise structures and ribs is proposed and con-
structed in Fig. 15. For simplicity, the spanwise rolls are
drawn as two-dimensional structures with a circular cross
section. The actual spanwise structures should be elliptical,
with the major axis approximately in the lateral direction.9
FIG. 15. Conceptual spatial relationship between spanwise structures and
ribs.
FIG. 16. Conditional average ^vz2&/vz2 based on WAG detections of the v
signal (sign511), y /L50.5.icense or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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nal locations is indicated in Fig. 15. At the midpoint ~the
saddle point! between consecutive spanwise structures, the
rib is aligned along the diverging separatrix, at approxi-
mately 44° to the x axis. Note that this angle should not be
confused with the most likely orientation ~50°! of ribs @Fig.
10~a!#, which is obtained based on the vorticity vectors of all
longitudinal locations. The rib connects cross-stream span-
wise structures of opposite sign.18 The picture depicted in
Fig. 15 also seems consistent with available flow visualiza-
tions and numerical data, e.g., Refs. 8, 18, 28–30, 33, and
35.
D. Structural average
With the conditionally averaged structure beginning k1
samples before the detection instant and ending k2 samples
after this instant, a structural average, denoted by a double
overbar, may be defined as follows:
^ f g% &5 1k11k211 (2k1
k2
^ f g& . ~8!
The value of k1(5k2) is 16 so that the duration (k11k2
11) corresponds approximately to the average period of the
spanwise structures. The ratio of f˜g˜% or f 8g8% to f g provides a
useful measure of the coherent and incoherent contributions
to f g . Since the coherent contribution is based on detections
of spanwise vortical structures, the contribution from ribs to
the streamwise vorticity component may not be taken into
account.
The flow may be divided into the vortical region and the
‘‘remainder.’’ The vortical region is identified with the
strong concentration of the large-scale spanwise vorticity and
the ‘‘remainder’’ is associated with the weak concentration,
as illustrated in Fig. 16. The streamwise extent of the thus
defined vortical region varies with the lateral location, rang-
ing from about 1.0 to 1.3 L or 1.0 to 1.3d @Fig. 12~a!#, i.e.,
about 23%–30% of the total space. The vortical region is
conceptually consistent with the vortex size defined in terms
of a minimum conditional vorticity level by Hussain and
Hayakawa1 and Zhou and Antonia.2 The latter authors esti-
mated the vortex size to be of the order of one cylinder
diameter. Contributions to vorticity from the vortical region
of the flow and the ‘‘remainder’’ may be estimated by
weighting structural averages in proportion to the longitudi-
nal extent l of each region, namely
^ f g&% v*5@lv /l#^ f g&% v , ~9a!
^ f g&% r*5@lr /l#^ f g&% r , ~9b!
where the asterisk denotes the contribution to vorticity from
either region and the subscripts v and r refer to the vortical
region and the ‘‘remainder,’’ respectively.
The value of ^ f g&% sum* 5^ f g&% v*1^ f g&% r* ~Figs. 17–19! is to
within 10% of that for f g . This suggests that, at least for
vorticity, the combination of the selected vortical regions and
the ‘‘remainder’’ is representative of the flow. The variances
of the streamwise and transverse vorticity components do notDownloaded 27 Feb 2012 to 158.132.161.52. Redistribution subject to AIP lvary significantly with y, although the variance of the span-
wise component does. The ‘‘remainder’’ contributes more to
vx
2 and vy
2 than the vortical region; ^vx
2% &r*/vx
2 and ^vy
2% &r*/vy
2
@Figs. 17~a! and 17~b!# are equal to about 60%. On the other
hand, the vortical region contributes about 40%. Note that
coherent contribution to vx
2 and vy
2 @Figs. 18~a! and 18~b!# is
very small, less than 1%. Longitudinal structures may have
vorticities of opposite sign. Positive and negative vorticities
may cancel each other during the conditional averaging
based on detections of spanwise vortical structures, resulting
in a negligibly small ^vx&2% */vx
2 and ^vy&2% */vy
2
. For the
spanwise component, the vortical region dominates, the ratio
^vz
2% &v*/vz
2 @Fig. 17~c!# being between 60% and 80%. The
coherent contribution @Fig. 18~c!# is almost entirely from the
vortical region. But the ‘‘remainder’’ accounts for most of
the incoherent vorticity @Fig. 19~c!#.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
Longitudinal and spanwise structures in a turbulent near
wake (x/d520) have been investigated using simulta-
neously obtained ~large-scale! approximations to the three
vorticity components. The present measurements provide
useful qualitative information on the likely interrelationships
between the two types of vortical structures. Conditional dis-
tributions of ^vx
2& and ^vy
2& exhibit maxima near the location
where the spanwise structure is detected. These maxima are
FIG. 17. Lateral distributions of ~a! ^vx2&*
% /vx2, ~b! ^vy2&*
% /vy2, ~c! ^vz2&*
% /vz2
for the vortical region ~l!, the ‘‘remainder’’ ~j!, and their sum ~m!.icense or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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tures. There is a peak in ^vx
2& near the saddle point between
spanwise structures, whereas ^vy
2& displays a maximum be-
tween the saddle point and the detection point of the span-
wise structures. These concentrations of ^vx
2& and ^vy
2&, to-
gether with the probability density function of the angle of
vorticity vectors projected in the ~x, y! plane, point to the
presence of ribs. Based on the present data and previous
observations, a schematic spatial relationship is proposed
and constructed. It appears that ribs are closely associated
with the spanwise vortices. In this model, the ribs, oriented
with the diverging separatrix through the saddle point, con-
nect consecutive spanwise structures on either side of the
centerline. Despite the significant scatter, the most probable
rib orientation is about 50° to the x axis. This model is con-
sistent with previous flow visualizations and DNS data at
relatively low Reynolds numbers ~Refs. 8, 18, 28–30, 33,
and 35!.
About 40% of either vx
2 or vy
2 is associated with span-
wise vortical structures, apparently resulting from the three
dimensionality of these structures. The remaining 60% may
be largely attributed to ribs. The coherent contribution to vx
2
and vy
2
, based on WAG detections, is negligible, probably
due to the cancellation of opposite-signed vorticities. About
60%–80% of vz
2 occurs within spanwise vortical structures.
The coherent contribution to vz
2 comes almost entirely from
FIG. 18. Lateral distributions of ~a! ^vx&2*
% /vx2, ~b! ^vy&2*
% /vy2, ~c!
^vz&
2*
% /vz2 for the vortical region ~l!, the ‘‘remainder’’ ~j!, and their sum
~m!.Downloaded 27 Feb 2012 to 158.132.161.52. Redistribution subject to AIP lthe vortical region, whereas the incoherent contribution is
mainly from the ‘‘remainder.’’
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